We resum the non-equilibrium gradient corrections to a single-particle distribution function evolved by the Boltzmann equation in the relaxation time approximation (RTA). We first study a system undergoing Bjorken expansion and show that, for a constant relaxation time, the exact solution of the RTA Boltzmann equation at late times (i.e. after the decay of non-hydrodynamic modes) generates the Borel resummed Chapman-Enskog series. Extending this correspondence to systems without Bjorken symmetry, we construct a (3+1)-dimensional hydrodynamic generator for RTA kinetic theory, which is an integral representation of the Chapman-Enskog series in the limit of vanishing non-hydrodynamic modes. Relaxing this limit we find at earlier times a set of nonhydrodynamic modes coupled to the Chapman-Enskog expansion. Including the dynamics of these non-hydrodynamic modes is shown to control the emergence of hydrodynamics as an effective field theory description of non-equilibrium fluids, which works well even for far-off-equilibrium situations where the Knudsen number is initially large.
I. INTRODUCTION
Viscous hydrodynamics is an effective field theory that describes the non-equilibrium physics of macroscopic systems such as liquids and gases [1] [2] [3] . Conventional theory considers viscous hydrodynamics to be a small-gradient expansion around local equilibrium, restricting its applicability to near-equilibrium fluids [4] . The first-order approximation yields the Navier-Stokes equations, which is widely used in simulations of non-relativistic fluids. In the relativistic regime, the Navier-Stokes equations are acausal and therefore unstable [5] . To restore causality and stability, Israel and Stewart introduced a set of second-order relativistic relaxation equations in which the dissipative flows do not respond to the gradient forces instantaneously but relax to their Navier-Stokes solution within the slowest microscopic time scales [6, 7] . The decay of non-hydrodynamic modes, which are governed by microscopic processes, play an important role in the system's approach to hydrodynamics [8] [9] [10] .
Causal second-order viscous hydrodynamics still assumes that the gradients of the fluid are small [10] . This raises concerns about its validity when applied to relativistic fluids that have large gradients [11] [12] [13] . One could try to systematically improve the hydrodynamic equations with higher-order corrections. However, one usually finds that the hydrodynamic gradient expansion diverges, which is problematic from a theoretical standpoint [14, 15] . A classic example of this problem is the Chapman-Enskog expansion in kinetic theory [16] . Choosing the relaxation time approximation (RTA) for the collision kernel, the Boltzmann equation for the single-particle distribution function 1 f (x, p) with no external forces in Minkowski spacetime x µ = (t, x, y, z) 1 The particles are massive and on-shell unless stated otherwise.
where f eq (x, p) = exp [−p · u(x)/T (x)] is the local equilibrium distribution, 2 u µ (x) is the fluid velocity, T (x) is the temperature, and τ r (x) is the relaxation time 3 [17] . The RTA Boltzmann equation can be rearranged as
where s µ (x, p) = p µ τ r (x)/(p · u(x)). Solving this equation iteratively generates a gradient series. One obtains the first non-equilibrium gradient corrections to the distribution function after truncating the series at some finite order, establishing a connection between kinetic theory and hydrodynamics [18, 19] . However, a truncated approximation for the distribution function can take on unphysical negative values at sufficiently high momentum, especially if the gradients are large. As one attempts to include higher-order corrections, the series typically diverges, even for small gradients [20, 21] . The divergence of the Chapman-Enskog expansion is a longstanding problem in kinetic theory. Fortunately, it is known that the Chapman-Enskog expansion is asymptotic, indicating that it is Borel resummable [22] . This has been done for RTA kinetic fluids subject to Bjorken expansion, although the Borel sum has only been computed for a large but finite number of terms [23, 24] . Still, it is interesting to note that the Borel sum picks up a sequence of transient modes all of which have the same exponential damping factor but decay over different time periods due to their different subleading power law behavior [23, 24] . Despite these theoretical issues, causal second-order viscous hydrodynamics has proven to be a highly successful model even for far-from-equilibrium systems such as ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions [25] [26] [27] [28] . In particular, hydrodynamic simulations of small collision systems (e.g. p+p collisions at the LHC), which throughout their short lifetimes feature both large longitudinal and transverse gradients, have been able to reproduce the experimentally measured anisotropic flow coefficients and other hadronic observables [29] [30] [31] . This unexpected string of successes gave cause for researchers to re-examine the theoretical foundations of fluid dynamics [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Recently, much effort has gone into understanding the so-called hydrodynamic attractor [37] . Various example studies on Bjorken expansion have shown that normalized hydrodynamic quantities (e.g. the temperature τ ∂ τ ln T and shear stress π/(E+P eq )) with different initial conditions all evolve towards an attractor solution within a time scale on the order of the relaxation time, which is much shorter than the thermalization time [35, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . This strongly supports the idea that hydrodynamics can also be a valid description for far-fromequilibrium fluids [35] . However, the underlying physical mechanism that gives rise to this hydrodynamic attractor is not yet fully understood.
In this paper we resum the divergent Chapman-Enskog series of the RTA Boltzmann equation. First, we study a system subject to (0+1)-dimensional Bjorken expansion [43] where the analytic solution of the RTA Boltzmann equation is well known [44, 45] . For a constant relaxation time, excited non-hydrodynamic modes decay completely at late times. In this case we show that the expression for the exact distribution function generates the Borel resummed Chapman-Enskog series; we interpret this integral representation of the Chapman-Enskog series as a hydrodynamic generator. We demonstrate (up to some finite order) that this correspondence also holds for Bjorken expansion with a time-dependent relaxation time, as well as for (3+1)-dimensionally expanding systems in Minkowski spacetime as long as the nonhydrodynamic modes disappear at late times. At early times, when the non-hydrodynamic modes are present, an expansion of the hydrodynamic generator yields a Chapman-Enskog gradient expansion whose terms are initially suppressed by non-hydrodynamic modes. The decay of these non-hydrodynamic modes controls the onset of hydrodynamic behavior in non-equilibrium fluids.
II. CHAPMAN-ENSKOG EXPANSION FOR BJORKEN FLOW
In Milne spacetimex µ = (τ, x, y, η s ), a transverse homogeneous system undergoing longitudinally boostinvariant Bjorken expansion is static, i.e.ũ µ = (1, 0, 0, 0).
The RTA Boltzmann equation (1) simplifies to
where the local-equilibrium distribution is
with p τ = p 2 ⊥ + τ 2 (p η ) 2 + m 2 . This equation can be solved analytically [44, 45] :
where f 0 (τ 0 , p) is some arbitrary initial distribution and
is known as the damping function. One sees that the first term of the exact solution (5) , which is sensitive to the initial state, dominates the early-time dynamics. For times τ − τ 0 τ r , however, the initial-state term decays exponentially. Hence, the second term in Eq. (5) describes the long-time behavior of the system.
To analyze the role that hydrodynamics plays in the evolution of this system, we turn to the Chapman-Enskog expansion. For a (0+1)-dimensional system with Bjorken symmetry, the Chapman-Enskog expansion of the RTA Boltzmann equation (3) takes the form
In this gradient series, each linear operator −τ r (τ )∂ τ acts on all of the terms to its right. Generally, the series will contain derivatives of not only f eq (τ, p) but also τ r (τ ). This causes the number of terms to grow like n!, which means the gradient series is divergent, even for small Knudsen numbers Kn ∼ τ r ∂ τ 1. 4 One can try to resum the divergent series using Borel resummation:
Here the challenge is finding a closed analytic expression for the Borel sum. Instead of computing the Borel sum directly, we analyze the exact solution (5) to look for a representation of the series. For the simplest case where the relaxation time is constant, the exact distribution function simplifies to
We introduce the dimensionless coordinate z = (τ − τ ) / τ r to rewrite Eq. (9) as
where z 0 = (τ − τ 0 ) / τ r , and Taylor expand the second term:
with f (n) eq (τ, p) ≡ ∂ n τ f eq (τ, p). Sure enough, one sees that the expansion of the exact solution (11) reduces to the Borel resummed Chapman-Enskog series (8) in the limit z 0 → ∞ (i.e. τ → ∞) when all non-hydrodynamic modes have decayed. With this insight, we conjecture that even for non-constant τ r (τ ) the hydrodynamic generator 5
is, in the limit of vanishing non-hydrodynamic modes, an integral representation of the gradient series (7) . 6 If the conjecture holds it should be possible to manipulate this expression, as we did for τ r = const, to obtain a hydrodynamic gradient series. We use the coordinate transformation
to rewrite Eq. (12) as
where
Next, we compute the inverse function τ = h −1 (z, τ ). Physically, the relaxation time is positive and finite, which means that z is a non-negative monotonic function of τ ∈ [τ 0 , τ ]. Therefore, the function h(τ , τ ) has an inverse that can be represented by a power series: 7
The coefficients c n (τ ) can be computed by Taylor expanding Eq. (13) around τ = τ :
Inserting the power series (16) into Eq. (17) we can solve for the coefficients order by order. The first coefficients are
where τ (n) r ≡ ∂ n τ τ r (τ ); they satisfy the recurrence relation 8
With these coefficients, we can now evaluate the integral (14) after Taylor expanding the integrand:
(20) As a demonstration, we compute the series up to n = 3 and truncate the expression at third order in derivatives:
7 As long as the relaxation time τr is always finite the function z = h(τ , τ ) in Eq. (13) is analytic in the neighborhood of τ = τ . Hence the inverse function τ = h −1 (z, τ ) is analytic near and can be Taylor expanded around z = 0. 8 Using symbolic computation, we checked the validity of Eq. (19) up to n = 40.
where Γ(n+1, z 0 ) = ∞ z0 dz e −z z n are the upper incomplete Gamma functions. After taking the limit z 0 → ∞, Eq. (21) reduces to
These are precisely the non-equilibrium corrections in the Chapman-Enskog series (7) . Using a computer-generated code 9 we verified that the series (21) works up to order O(Kn 40 ):
This gives us a high degree of confidence that the expansion of the hydrodynamic generator (12) reduces to the Borel resummed Chapman-Enskog series (8) under the condition that the non-hydrodynamic modes decay at late times. However, at this moment we have no formal proof that this holds to all orders in the Knudsen number, due to the complexity of the expansion scheme.
III. SERIES EXPANSION OF THE HYDRODYNAMIC GENERATOR
In the limit of vanishing non-hydrodynamic modes, the hydrodynamic generator (12) is an appealing representation of the Chapman-Enskog series. While the Chapman-Enskog series may be divergent, the generator itself is finite, even for large Knudsen numbers. It also satisfies the RTA Boltzmann equation
where we used the identities ∂ τ D(τ, τ ) = −D(τ, τ )/τ r (τ ) and D(τ, τ ) = 1. However, this alone does not tell us how much hydrodynamics contributes to the dynamics of the system at finite times, before the initial state f 0 (τ 0 , p) has completely decayed. As long as the non-hydrodynamic modes contribute, the expansion of the exact distribution function
around local equilibrium looks like
The zeroth-order correction δf (0) G , which combines the initial-state term with the first term in Eq. (21), is a purely non-hydrodynamic mode and is only present for a short period of time ∼ τ r . The other δf (n) G corrections are the usual hydrodynamic gradient corrections, except they are initially suppressed by their associated nonhydrodynamic mode. These non-hydrodynamic modes control the emerging strengths of the gradient corrections to the distribution function as the particle interactions drive the system towards hydrodynamics over time (i.e. as z 0 increases). In particular, as will be discussed below, higher-order gradient corrections are suppressed more strongly and for a longer duration than the lowerorder terms.
To study these new effects on the hydrodynamic gradient expansion, we evolve a conformal fluid undergoing Bjorken expansion with the exact solution of the RTA Boltzmann equation [45] [46] [47] . We initialize the system at τ 0 = 0.25 fm/c with initial temperature T (τ 0 ) = 0.6 GeV and shear stress π(τ 0 ) = 0, where π ≡ 2 3 (P ⊥ −P L ) (by definition π eq = 0). For the relaxation time we take τ r = τ π with τ π T = 5(η/S) and set the shear viscosity to entropy density ratio to η/S = 3/(4π). Using these initial conditions we construct the temperature T (τ ) by fixing the exact solution (5) to the Landau matching condition E(τ ) = 3T (τ ) 4 /π 2 or [45]
The most straightforward way to solve this integral equation is by using fixed-point iteration. After computing the temperature, we evaluate the normalized shear stress 10π (τ ) = π(τ )/P eq (τ ) where P eq (τ ) = T (τ ) 4 /π 2 is 0.5 1
π P eq 4πη / = 3
FIG. 1. (Color online)
The evolution of the pressure anisotropy for conformal Bjorken expansion. The system is initialized at τ0 = 0.25 fm/c, with T (τ0) = 0.6 GeV, π(τ0) = 0 and η/S = 3/(4π) (see text for details). We plot the contributions of the δfG corrections to the exact solution (solid black) and compare them to Navier-Stokes (solid blue), Burnett (solid red), Super-Burnett (solid green) and DNMR (solid purple) viscous hydrodynamics. As defined in footnote 11, the system "hydrodynamizes" around τ = 2.5 fm/c. the equilibrium pressure [45] :
where H ⊥ and H L are defined in App. B. The resulting exact evolution of the normalized shear stress is shown as the solid black line in Figure 1 . This exact solution is compared with various approximations discussed below. With the exact temperature and shear stress at hand, we evaluate and plot the contributions to the pressure anisotropy from the δf G corrections up to third order (see Appendices A and B):
Here the energy conservation law and its time derivative
are evaluated numerically using the exact solution. We further compare these δf G corrections toπ to the firstorder Navier-Stokes, second-order Burnett and thirdorder Super-Burnett solutions,
as well as to the numerical solution of the causal secondorder viscous hydrodynamic DNMR equations [10, 48] :
At early times, the non-hydrodynamic mode δf (0) G dominates the evolution of the pressure anisotropy and is responsible for the initial rise away from the local equilibrium initial conditionπ 0 = 0 (see Figure 1 ). As the system hydrodynamizes, 11 the initial-state function decays and the first-order gradient correction δf (1) G emerges as the leading correction to the local-equilibrium distribution f eq in Eq. (27) . Already, we see that the addition of δf (1) G nearly captures the exact pressure anisotropy. This is in stark contrast to the Navier-Stokes solution, which misses both δf (0) G in (32a) and the prefactor 1−Γ(2, z 0 ) in (32b) and hence fails to reproduce the shear stress for τ 2 fm/c. The reader should also take note of the similarity between the blue-dashed curve and DNMR viscous hydrodynamics, where the δf correction used to compute the transport coefficients of the relaxation equation (35b) is first-order in the shear stress.
Compared to the second-order correction accounted for in the Burnett solution (34b), the full δf (2) G gradient correction to the shear stress is much weaker at early times since it is strongly suppressed by the corresponding non-hydrodynamic mode. By the time this non-hydrodynamic mode has decayed by 90% (at around 11 We define hydrodynamization as the time when the leading nonhydrodynamic modeπ (0) G decays to 10% of its maximum value. In Fig. 1 this occurs at τ = 2.47 fm/c (or z 0 = 3.6). τ = 3.9 fm/c), the gradients characterized by the Knudsen number Kn = τ π /τ ≈ 0.2 have already greatly diminished. As a result, the δf (2) G correction ends up having little overall impact on the evolution of the system. A similar observation holds for the third-order correction δf
The combined low-order δf G corrections to the localequilibrium distribution are seen to provide excellent agreement with the exact solution; we have also checked this for different initial conditions and shear viscosities (see auxiliary materials available at the URL given in footnote 9). While we caution the reader that this does not necessarily mean the rest of the series (27) will converge, take this observation as justification to truncate the new expansion scheme (27) at a low order: Figure 1 makes it clear that, at least for Bjorken flow, gradient corrections beyond first order have almost negligible influence on the fluid's dynamics during the early stages of evolution even though there the expansion rate is large. This provides a plausible explanation for the empirically observed "unreasonable effectiveness" [31, 49] of causal second-order viscous hydrodynamics (e.g. DNMR) even when applied outside of its conventional range of validity (e.g. when Kn ∼ 1).
IV. HYDROYDNAMIC GENERATOR IN 3+1 DIMENSIONS
In (3+1)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime x µ = (t, x, y, z) without Bjorken symmetry, the hydrodynamic generator can be further generalized as a path integral along free-streaming characteristics:
Here the starting point x µ − = x µ − (t − t − )p µ /E lies on a hypersurface t − = Σ − (x, y, z) consisting of the initialstate boundary Σ 0 and the future light cone enclosing it (see Figure 2 ), and the reciprocal vector 12
is constructed such that s µ (x, p) s −1 µ (x, p) = 1. The integral runs over a straight time-like characteristic line parallel to the particle momentum p µ . The fraction of particles with momentum p µ emitted from the thermal source f eq (x , p) that travel freely through the medium 12 This formula also works for massless particles. The p 2 factor drops out after parametrizing the path in Eq. (36) as and arrive at the current position x µ unscathed is given by the damping function
Let us verify that the expansion of Eq. (36) reduces to the more general Borel resummed Chapman-Enskog expansion (up to some finite order):
(40) Following the same steps outlined in the previous section, we use the coordinate transformation
to rewrite Eq. (36) as
The inverse function h −1 µ (z, x, p) is now promoted to a four-vector that can be represented by the power series
which can be inserted in the Taylor expansion of Eq. (41):
where we used the parameterization
with λ = (x−x ) · p / p 2 and g(x, p) = p · u(x) / τ r (x).
Using the product rule identities
one obtains, after some algebra, the following first coefficients of the series:
analogous to the coefficients (18) . They appear to satisfy the recurrence relation
but we have not made the effort to prove this relation beyond n = 3. The integral (42) can then be Taylor expanded as
where f (n) eq (x, p) = ∂ n f eq (x, p). The series expansion of the hydrodynamic generator up to third order in the Knudsen number is
which has the same structure as Eq. (21) . For spacetime regions far in the future from the hypersurface Σ − in Fig. 2 we assume we can take the limit z − → ∞:
As expected, these agree with the corresponding gradient corrections from the Chapman-Enskog expansion when worked out to third order. Unlike the previous section, we have not carried out the calculation (50) to higher orders, because of its greater degree of complexity. We can, however, offer some reassurance by checking that the distribution function f G (x, p) given in (36) is a particular solution of the RTA Boltzmann equation in Minkowski spacetime (2):
Here we used the identities s µ (x, p)∂ µ D(x, x , p) = − D(x, x , p) and D(x, x, p) = 1. 13 The distribution function (36) approaches zero on the entire initial-state surface Σ 0 since, unlike Eq. (5), it does not include any initial-state information. One can make use of the diagram in Fig. 2 to construct and add such an initial-state term. We know that the system is initialized at time t 0 as f 0 (x 0 , p), with x µ 0 ∈ Σ 0 . In addition, we assume that f 0 (x 0 , p) = 0 at the edge of Σ 0 so that f (x, p) vanishes on its entire future light cone. Therefore, only characteristic lines that are connected to the initial-state surface Σ 0 as shown in Fig. 2 will pick up an initial source that decays over time:
Here the Heaviside step function Θ(t 0 −t − ) excludes those characteristic lines that end on the light cones in Fig. 2 and thereby enforces f
One can check that 13 Note that the directional derivative s µ ∂µ does not act on the lower limit of the path integral (36) since the current position x µ varies infinitesimally only along the direction of s µ , which means that the starting point x µ − remains fixed.
where we used the relation s µ (x, p)∂ µ D(x, x − , p) = − D(x, x − , p). A more formal derivation of this solution can be found in Appendix C. 14 This completes our formal argument for the (3+1)dimensional case. We leave its practical implementation to future work but close this section with some thoughts about how such an implementation might look. Just like the Bjorken solution (5), the distribution function (56) for (3+1)-dimensional expansion is an implicit solution of the RTA Boltzmann equation since it depends on the temperature T (x) and fluid velocity u µ (x). In principle, the hydrodynamic fields can be reconstructed by matching the solution to the Landau frame:
where p = d 3 p E . Similar to Eq. (29), these integral equations can then be solved numerically with a rootfinding algorithm such as fixed-point iteration. Starting with an approximate solution for T (x) and u µ (x), which can be provided e.g. by a viscous hydrodynamic simulation, one would repeatedly update the solution by evaluating the right-hand-side of Eq. (58). Since the initial guess and exact solution share the same initial condition but may differ greatly for later times, this numerical scheme is likely to converge faster at times near t 0 than at later times. Instead of computing a single iteration across the entire evolution, as is commonly done [45] , it would here be more efficient to perform these iterations at a given time step until the solution is within the desired error tolerance, before proceeding to the next time step. Faster rates of convergence might be achievable if a more accurate hydrodynamic model is used to evolve the initial guess for the fluid's energy density and flow profiles.
Due to the momentum dependence of the characteristic lines and their associated damping functions, solving the integral equations (58) is much more involved than for the Bjorken case. Unfortunately, there does not seem to be a way of reducing the momentum-space integral without invoking additional symmetries like in Eq. (29) . This leaves us with the computationally intensive task of numerically evaluating a four-dimensional integral for each spacetime point: three for the momentum and one 14 Eq. (56) generalizes the Bjorken solution (5) to (3+1)dimensional systems, by replacing the integration over the fluid's history in τ with one over a path parameter λ along a set of free-streaming past world lines. Each world line's direction depends on the momentum of the incoming particle, emitted by either an initial source f 0 (x 0 , p) or a thermal source feq(x , p). Macroscopic observables at a given spacetime coordinate x µ are influenced by the fluid's history encoded in these world lines.
for the path parameter along the associated characteristic line. One possible way to reduce the computing time is to parallelize at each time step the computation over the spatial grid points. Doing this on a GPU, however, still faces memory limitations: the memory required for a full calculation of the distribution function grows rapidly with the volume of the future light cone, V ∝ t 4 . For short relaxation times, rapid damping will reduce the need for RAM to only a fraction of the fluid's evolution history. Still, the task looks formidable and will likely require significant resources. Based on the structure of our formal (3+1)-d solution we anticipate that effects qualitatively similar to those described in Sec. III will also be found for systems without Bjorken symmetry: at early times, the dynamics of the fluid is dominated by the non-hydrodynamic mode associated with the initial state f 0 (x 0 , p). As time moves away from the initial-state surface Σ 0 the localequilibrium distribution f eq (x, p) and first-order gradient correction δf (1) (x, p) quickly take over, with the higherorder corrections emerging more slowly. A quantitative analysis of the contributions from the non-equilibrium corrections δf G to macroscopic observables will need to wait until the corresponding codes have been developed. Intermediate studies of systems with reduced symmetry (for example undergoing spherical expansion) may be useful for developing intuition and computational tools.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we formulated a hydrodynamic generator that resums the Chapman-Enskog series of the RTA Boltzmann equation. For a system with a constant relaxation time subject to Bjorken flow we have shown that the Taylor expansion of the hydrodynamic generator reduces to the Borel resummed Chapman-Enskog series in the late time limit. We then generalized the form of this hydrodynamic generator to Bjorken systems with a time-dependent relaxation time, as well as to (3+1)dimensionally expanding fluids in Minkowski spacetime without additional symmetries, outlining the methodology for reducing it to the Borel resummed Chapman-Enskog series in the limit of vanishing non-hydrodynamic modes. The mathematical proof of this correspondence to all orders in the Knudsen number is left for future work.
Our formula (56) for the (3+1)-dimensional solution of the RTA Boltzmann equation in Minkowski spacetime has the nice features of being positive-definite and finite for both small and large values of the Knudsen number. It is also causal since it only depends on the present and past hydrodynamic fields. The numerical evaluation of this solution is a computational challenge; it is not immediately obvious how to practically implement Eq. (56) as a dynamical model for non-equilibrium fluids, but it would be interesting to see how it differs from known viscous hydrodynamic approximation schemes.
Most importantly, we found that the hydrodynamic generator in RTA kinetic theory also generates a sequence of non-hydrodynamic modes that are coupled to the Chapman-Enskog expansion. These non-hydrodynamic modes, which decay over different time periods, 15 provide the mechanism that controls the emergence of hydrodynamics in non-equilibrium fluids. As the initial-state memory decays, the local-equilibrium distribution and its first-order gradient correction emerge as the leading contributors to the fluid's dynamics. Higherorder gradient corrections to the particle distribution function are suppressed during the hydrodynamization process, especially at early times. This means that even if the fluid has initially large gradients, these higher-order corrections are not as severe as traditionally thought. This extends the range of validity of causal second-order viscous hydrodynamics beyond what was traditionally assumed, for example to the description of the dynamical evolution of quark-gluon plasma created in high energy collisions between not only large but also small atomic nuclei.
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The shear corrections (A7) then reduce tō
Finally, the non-hydrodynamic modes in the exact solution (27) decay at late times since z 0 ∼ τ 2/3 . Using this, the second and third-order corrections in Eq. (A9) can be regrouped as dx · s −1 (x , p) q(x , p) q(x, p) f eq (x , p) .
(C8)
After using the identity D(x 2 , x 1 , p) = q(x 1 , p) / q(x 2 , p), one arrives at Eq. (56).
